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Abstract—In this paper, we present an analytical framework
to evaluate the effects of multiple spectrum handoffs on channel
utilization and latency performances in cognitive radio (CR) net-
works. During the transmission period of a secondary connection,
multiple interruptions from the primary users result in multiple
spectrum handoffs. In order to decide the target channel for
each spectrum handoff and resume the unfinished transmission,
wideband sensing is performed in an on-demand reactive manner.
Although spectrum handoff procedure can enhance channel uti-
lization, transmission latency of the secondary users is prolonged
due to multiple handoffs. Thus, two fundamental issues in CR
networks with multiple spectrum handoffs arise: (1) to what
extent the channel utilization can be improved; and (2) how long
the transmission latency will be extended for the secondary users.
To solve the first problem, we introduce the preemptive resume
priority (PRP) M/G/1 queueing network to characterize the
channel usage behaviors of CR networks. Based on this queueing
network, channel utilization under various traffic arrival rates
and service time distributions can be evaluated. Furthermore,
on top of the proposed queueing network, a state diagram is
developed to characterize the effects of multiple handoff delay
on the transmission latency of the secondary users. The analytical
results can provide a helpful insight to study the effects of
traffic arrival rates and service time on channel utilization and
transmission latency and then facilitate the designs of admission
control rules for the secondary users subject to their performance
requirements.

Index Terms—Cognitive radio, spectrum handoff, spectrum
mobility, extended data delivery time, preemptive priority, pre-
emption, queueing theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

COGNITIVE radio (CR) is an emerging technique to
promote spectrum efficiency [1]–[6]. In CR networks,

the low-priority secondary users can access the unused li-
censed spectrum of the high-priority primary users to transmit
data. However, the secondary users must vacate the occupied
channel when the primary user appears because the primary
users have the preemptive priority to access channels. In
order to return the occupied channel to the primary users and
resume the unfinished transmission at the suitable channel, the
spectrum handoff procedures are initiated for the interrupted
secondary user [7]–[9]. Based on this dynamic spectrum
access scheme, spectrum efficiency can be improved.
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In CR networks, a secondary user’s connection may en-
counter multiple interruptions from the primary users during
its transmission period. These interruptions result in a series
of spectrum handoffs because spectrum handoff procedures
are performed whenever an interruption event occurs. Hence,
a series of target channels will be selected sequentially for
multiple handoffs. Clearly, these handoffs will increase the
secondary connections’ extended data delivery time although
spectrum handoff functionality can enhance channel utiliza-
tion. Here, the extended data delivery time is defined as the
duration from the instant of starting transmitting data until the
instant of finishing the whole transmission.
According to the decision timing for selecting target chan-

nels, spectrum handoff mechanisms can be categorized as
either the proactive-decision spectrum handoff or the reactive-
decision spectrum handoff schemes [10].

• In the proactive-decision spectrum handoff, the target
channels for future spectrum handoffs are determined
according to the long-term traffic statistics before data
connection is established. The secondary user can imme-
diately change its operating channel to the predetermined
target channel whenever it is interrupted [11]–[13].

• In the reactive-decision spectrum handoff, the target
channel is searched in an on-demand manner. After
spectrum handoff request is made, the target channel is
determined according to the result from instantaneous
spectrum sensing [14], [15]. Then, the interrupted sec-
ondary user can resume the unfinished transmission on
the selected channel.

In this paper, we focus on the modeling technique and per-
formance analysis for the reactive-decision spectrum handoff
scheme, while the related studies on the proactive-decision
spectrum handoff has been reported in [16], [17]. Compared
to the proactive-decision spectrum handoff scheme that the
preselected target channel may no longer be available at the
instant that spectrum handoff procedures are initiated, the
reactive-decision spectrum handoff may have shorter handoff
delay because it can reliably find an idle channel through
spectrum sensing. Nevertheless, the reactive-decision spectrum
handoff scheme needs the sensing time to search the idle
channels. In addition, it also needs the handshaking time
to achieve a consensus on the target channel between the
transmitter and receiver of a secondary connection. Hence,
one important issue for the reactive-decision spectrum handoff
scheme is to characterize the effects of the sensing time
and the handshaking time on the handoff delay. Obviously,
when the sensing time and the handshaking time are too
large, the reactive-decision spectrum handoff is worse than the
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proactive-decision spectrum handoff in terms of the extended
data delivery time.
The goal of this paper is to investigate the effects of

spectrum handoffs on the channel utilization and the extended
data delivery time of the secondary users’ connections with
various traffic arrival rates and service time distributions. We
consider the three key design features for spectrum hanodff,
consisting of (1) heterogeneous arrival rates of the primary
users at different channels, where the traffic arrival rates
may be different at various channels because these channels
may belong to different primary system operators; (2) various
arrival rates of the secondary users at different channels, where
the arrival rates can be determined by the initial operating
channel selection mechanisms [18]; and (3) handoff processing
time, resulting from the sensing time, the handshaking time,
and the channel switching time. How to model the channel
utilization at each channel and the extended data delivery time
in the context of multiple handoffs is challenging since the
operating channels for multiple handoffs are selected accord-
ing to the channel occupancy states at the moments of link
transitions. To the best of our knowledge, an analytical model
for characterizing all the three features for multiple handoffs
has rarely been seen in the literature. The contributions of this
paper are summarized in the following:

• First, the preemptive resume priority (PRP) M/G/1 queue-
ing network model is proposed to characterize the chan-
nel usage behaviors of CR networks. Based on this
queueing model, we can evaluate the channel utilizations
of each channel under various traffic arrival rates and
service time distributions.

• Next, a state diagram is developed to characterize the
effect of multiple handoff delay on the extended data
delivery time of the secondary connections. Then, we
can evaluate how long the extended data delivery time
is prolonged due to multiple spectrum hanodffs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the current spectrum usage models for the reactive-
decision spectrum handoff schemes in the literature. Section
III presents an illustrative example for multiple handoff issue.
Next, in order to characterize the spectrum usage behaviors
with multiple handoffs, we propose the PRP M/G/1 queueing
network model in Section IV. Based on this model, Section V
evaluates the channel utilization factors under various traffic
arrival rates and service time distributions. Furthermore, we
develop a state diagram to characterize the effects of handoff
delay on the extended data delivery time of the secondary
connections in Section VI. Analytical and simulation results
are given in Section VII. Finally, we give our concluding
remarks in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

A key property of reactive-decision spectrum handoff is
that the interrupted secondary user can actually find the idle
channel if at least one idle channel exists at the moment
of link transition. In order to characterize the channel usage
behaviors with this property, we should consider three key
design features, consisting of (1) heterogeneous arrival rates
of the primary users (PUs); (2) various arrival rates of the

secondary users (SUs); and (3) handoff processing time. Based
on the three features, Table I classifies the existing modeling
techniques of the reactive-decision spectrum handoff. In this
table, the signs “ ◦ ” and “ × ” indicate that the proposed
model “does” and “does not” consider the corresponding
feature, respectively. In the literature, the modeling techniques
for reactive-decision spectrum handoff behaviors can be cat-
egorized into the following four types: (1) ON/OFF random
process; (2) M/M/m queueing model; (3) multi-dimensional
Markov chain; and (4) M/G/1 queueing model. One can ob-
serve that the current modeling techniques have not considered
all the aforementioned three design features. In the following,
we briefly discuss the features of these analytical models for
spectrum handoff behaviors.

• ON/OFF random process: In [19]–[21], the ON/OFF
random process was used to characterize the channel
usage behaviors of the primary networks at each channel,
where the distributions of ON (busy) period- and OFF
(idle) period at each channel are geometrical distributed.
The OFF state can be regarded as a potential spectrum
opportunity for the secondary users. The authors in [19]
and [20] calculated the channel utilization factors and
the extended data delivery time of the secondary users,
respectively. Unlike [19], [20] that did not address the
effects of spectrum sensing time, the authors in [21]
examined the effects of spectrum sensing time on the
extended data delivery time of the secondary users. How-
ever, [21] assumed that at least one channel is certainly
available after spectrum sensing, and the case that all
channels are busy after spectrum sensing did not been
considered.

• M/G/m queueing model: In [22], the channel usage
behaviors of the primary users are characterized by the
M/G/m queueing model, where m is the total number of
channels in the CR network. When interruption occurs,
the secondary user can transfer to the idle channel in-
stantly without delay if idle channel exists. Otherwise,
the secondary user must wait until the instant that one
channel becomes idle. This waiting time had been inves-
tigated in [22]. Note that the sensing time had not been
considered in their model.

• Multiple-dimensional Markov chain: In [23]–[37], the
spectrum usage behaviors of both the primary and sec-
ondary networks were modeled by a two-dimensional
Markov chain, where the two dimensions represent the
total numbers of the primary and the secondary users in
a CR network, respectively. The blocking probability and
forced termination probability for the secondary users’
connections in the CR network without and with queue
are studied in [23]–[32] and [33]–[35], respectively. Dif-
ferent from [23]–[35] that considered infinite user popu-
lation, [36], [37] derived the blocking probability in a CR
network with finite user population. Furthermore, the au-
thors in [38]–[41] further extended the two-dimensional
Markov chain model to the multiple-dimensional Markov
chain, where the new dimension is used to describe the
channel state, queue length, or the number of interfered
channels. Note that these analytical models are suitable
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF VARIOUS CHANNEL USAGE MODELS.

Heterogeneous Various Handoff
Model Name Arrival Rates Arrival Rates Processing

of PUs of SUs Time

ON/OFF Random process [19], [20] × × ×
ON/OFF Random Process [21] × × ◦
M/G/m Queueing Model [22] ◦ × ×

Multi-Dimensional Markov Chain [23]–[41] × × ×
M/G/1 Queueing Model [42], [43] ◦ ◦ ×

Proposed Unifying Model ◦ ◦ ◦

for the CR network with homogeneous traffic loads, and
the issues of heterogeneous arrival rates of the primary
and the secondary users has not been addressed.

• M/G/1 queueing model: [42], [43] used the M/G/1
queueing model to characterize the channel usage be-
haviors of a secondary network, where each secondary
user can simultaneously use all idle channels to transmit
its data. Because the total number of idle channels
depends on how many channels are occupied by the
primary users, the service rates of the secondary users
are related to the traffic statistics of the primary users,
resulting in a non-trivially distributed service time. Thus,
the authors suggested using the M/G/1 queueing system
to characterize this system. However, the proposed model
did not consider the effect of handoff processing time.

In this paper, we propose a unifying model, which consists of
PRP M/G/1 queueing network and state transition model. This
model takes into account of all the design features, consisting
of heterogeneous arrival rates of the primary users, various
arrival rates of the secondary users, and the handoff processing
time. In the following, we will discuss the proposed unifying
model in more details.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Assumptions

In this paper, we assume that the considered CR network is
a time-slotted system as [13], [44]–[47], where each secondary
user must perform spectrum sensing at the beginning of
each time slot to detect the presence of primary users. The
secondary user can transmit or receive data in the remaining
duration of this time slot if the current operating channel is
assessed as idle. Otherwise, the secondary user will perform
spectrum handoff procedures to find the idle channels and then
resume its unfinished transmission at one of the idle channels.
We consider a CR network with M independent channels,

where each channel has a virtual high-priority and a virtual
low-priority queues as discussed in [48]. The traffic of the
primary and secondary users is connected to the high-priority
and the low-priority queues before transmission. Then, the
primary connections and the secondary connections are re-
spectively established for the primary and secondary users
according to the time that traffic arrives at queues. Here, for
the same priority users’ connections, we assume that they
are established by following the first-come-first-served (FCFS)
scheduling principle.

Fig. 1. An example of transmission process for the secondary connection
SCA, where T is the extended data delivery time of SCA and Di is
the handoff delay of the ith interruption. The gray areas indicate that the
channels are occupied by the existing primary connections (PCs) or secondary
connections (SCs). Because SCA is interrupted three times in total, the overall
data connection is divided into four segments.

In this paper, we consider the spectrum handoff protocol
presented in [10]. When the spectrum handoff procedures
are initiated, the secondary users must spend τ slots on
spectrum sensing to find the idle channels. If more than one
channel is assessed as idle, the interrupted secondary user will
randomly select one idle channel from all idle channels to
be its target channel for spectrum handoff. Here, we assume
that this random selection follows the uniform distribution.
Furthermore, the interrupted secondary user will stay on the
current operating channel if all channels are busy. Next, the
handshaking time of th slots is spent in order to achieve
a consensus on the target channel between the transmitter
and the receiver of a secondary connection. Hence, when
a secondary user changes its operating channel to another
channel, the total processing time for executing spectrum
handoff procedures is δc � τ + th + ts where ts (slots)
is the channel switching time. On the other hand, if the
secondary user stays on the current operating channel, the total
processing time is δs � τ + th.

B. Spectrum Handoffs with Multiple Interruptions

During the transmission period, a secondary connection
may encounter multiple interruption requests from the primary
users. Because these interruptions result in multiple handoffs,
a series of target channels, called the target channel sequence,
is selected according to spectrum sensing results. Fig. 1 shows
an example that three spectrum handoffs occur during the
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transmission period of the secondary connection SCA, where
SCA’s initial (default) channel is Ch3. We assume that the
transmitter of SCA wants to establish a connection flow with
30 slots to the intended receiver. Its extended data delivery
time is denoted by T . Furthermore, Di is the handoff delay
of the ith interruption. Here, handoff delay is defined as the
duration from the instant that transmission is interrupted until
the instant that the unfinished transmission is resumed. The
transmission process with multiple handoffs is described as
follows:

1) In the beginning, SCA is established at its default chan-
nel Ch3. When an interruption event occurs, SCA must
perform spectrum sensing to search the idle channel for
spectrum handoff.

2) At the first interruption, SCA changes its operating
channel to the idle channel Ch2 from Ch3. Thus, the
handoff delay D1 is δc.

3) At the second interruption, SCA stays on its current op-
erating channel Ch2 because all channels are busy. SCA

cannot be resumed until all the high-priority primary
connections at Ch2 finish their transmissions. In this
case, the handoff delay D2 is the sum of δs and the
duration from the time instant that Ch2 is used by the
primary users’ connections until the time instant that
the high-priority queue becomes empty. This duration
(denoted by Y

(2)
p ) is called the busy period resulting

from the transmissions of multiple primary connections
at Ch2.

4) At the third interruption, SCA finds both Ch1 and Ch3
are idle. Then, SCA randomly selects one channel to be
the target channel. In this example, SCA selects Ch1 to
be its target channel. Note that the handoff delay D3 in
this case is δc.

5) Finally, SCA is completed on Ch3.

Hence, SCA’s target channel sequence is (Ch2, Ch2, Ch1) in
this example.

IV. THE PRP M/G/1 QUEUEING NETWORK MODEL

A. Key Features and Assumptions

In this section, we introduce a PRP M/G/1 queueing net-
work model to characterize the spectrum usage behaviors of
the primary and the secondary connections with multiple spec-
trum handoffs between different channels. Some key features
of the PRP M/G/1 queueing network model are listed below:

• Each server (channel) can serve two types of customers
(connections): the high-priority connections from the
primary users and the low-priority connections from the
secondary users.

• The primary user has the preemptive priority to interrupt
the transmission of the secondary users. Instead of re-
transmitting the whole connection [11], the interrupted
secondary user can resume the unfinished transmission.
Note that the interrupted secondary connection’s target
channel can be different from its current operating chan-
nel. This is a key difference to the traditional PRP M/G/1
queueing theory.

• A secondary connection may experience multiple inter-
ruptions from the primary users during its transmission
period.

Furthermore, some assumptions are adopted for the ease of
analysis.

• In order to balance the overall traffic loads of the sec-
ondary users to all channels, each secondary user was
preassigned a default channel through spectrum decision
algorithm [18]. When a secondary transmitter wants to
establish a new connection for data transmission, it must
transmit handshaking signal at the default channel of the
intended receiver firstly [49]. If the default channel of the
intended receiver is busy, the secondary transmitter must
wait at this channel until it becomes available [44].

• Each primary connection has a default channel.
• The presence of the primary user can be detected by the
secondary user. How to extend the proposed model to
consider the effects of false alarm and missed detection
were discussed in [18].

• At one channel, only one user can transmit data at each
time slot.

B. Example

Figure 2 shows an example of the PRP M/G/1 queueing
network model with three channels. The traffic flows of
the primary connections and the secondary connections are
directly connected to the high-priority queue and the low-
priority queue, respectively. A secondary connection will
be interrupted when the primary connection appears at the
occupied channel. The interrupted secondary connection can
decide its target channel for spectrum handoff according to
the instantaneous spectrum sensing outcomes. Note that the
required time for spectrum sensing is modeled in S . It can
be regarded as a tapped delay line or a server with constant
service time, which equals to the handoff processing time.
In the proposed queueing network, the interrupted secondary
connection can either stay on its current channel or change
to another channel through different feedback paths. When
all channels are busy, the interrupted secondary connection
chooses to stay on its current operating channel. In this
case, its remaining data will be connected to the head of
the low-priority queue of its current operating channel. On
the other hand, when one idle channel exists, the decision is
to change its operating channel. Thus, the remaining data of
the interrupted secondary connection will be connected to the
empty low-priority queue of the selected idle channel. In the
figure, ⊕ represents that the traffic of the interrupted secondary
connection is merged. Furthermore, when the interrupted sec-
ondary connection transmits the remaining data on the target
channel, it may be interrupted again. Hence, this model can
incorporate the effects of multiple interruptions.

C. Traffic Parameters

The traffic parameters required in the proposed PRP M/G/1
queueing network model are summarized as follows. We
assume that the arrival processes of the primary and the sec-
ondary connections on the virtual queues of each channel are
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Fig. 2. The PRP M/G/1 queueing network model with three channels where λ
(k)
p , λ(k)

s , and ω
(k)
n are the arrival rates of the primary connections, the

secondary connections, and the type-(n) secondary connections (n ≥ 1) at channel k. Note that λ(k)
s = ω

(k)
0 . Furthermore, f(k)

p (x) and f
(k)
i (φ) are the

probability density functions (PDFs) of X(k)
p and Φ

(k)
i , respectively.

Poisson. The traffic arrival rate of the primary connections at
channel η is denoted by λ(η)

p (arrivals/slot), and the secondary
connection’s initial arrival rate at channel η is denoted by
λ
(η)
s (arrivals/slot). Furthermore, denote X

(η)
p (slots/arrival)

and X
(η)
s (slots/arrival) as the corresponding service time of

the primary and the secondary connections, respectively, and
let f (η)

p (x) and f
(η)
s (x) be the probability density functions

(PDFs) of X(η)
p and X

(η)
s , respectively. When the following

four traffic parameters λ
(η)
p , λ(η)

s , f (k)
p (η), and f

(k)
s (η) are

obtained by certain traffic pattern prediction methods [50], we
can derive many performance measures for the multi-channel
spectrum handoffs with multiple interruptions.
Now, we define some notations as follows. We call the

secondary connection that has experienced i interruptions
the type-(i) secondary connection, where i ≥ 0. Firstly, we
consider the type-(i) secondary connections whose default
channels are channel η. Two important system parameters ω(k)

i,η

and Φ
(k)
i,η are defined as follows:

• ω
(k)
i,η is the arrival rate of the considered secondary

connections at channel k. Note that ω(η)
0,η = λ

(η)
s . How to

derive ω(k)
i,η from the four traffic parameters is discussed

in Section V.
• Φ

(k)
i,η is the effective service time of the considered

secondary connections at channel k. That is, Φ(k)
i,η is the

considered secondary connection’s transmission duration
between the ith and the (i+1)th interruptions at channel
k. In Section V, we will discuss how to derive E[Φ(k)

i,η ]
from the four traffic parameters.

Next, let ω(k)
i and Φ

(k)
i be the arrival rate and the effective

service time of the type-(i) secondary connections at channel
k, respectively. We can have

ω
(k)
i =

M∑
η=1

ω
(k)
i,η , (1)

and

E[Φ(k)
i ] =

M∑
η=1

ω
(k)
i,η

ω
(k)
i

E[Φ(k)
i,η ] , (2)

respectively.

Finally, we denote ρ
(k)
p and ρ

(k)
i as the channel busy

probabilities resulting from the transmissions of the primary
connections and the type-(i) secondary connections whose
current operating channels are channel k, respectively. Then,
in an M -channel network, we can have

ρ(k)p = λ(k)
p E[X(k)

p ] , (3)

and

ρ
(k)
i = ω

(k)
i E[Φ(k)

i ] =

M∑
η=1

ω
(k)
i,η E[Φ

(k)
i,η ] , (4)

respectively. Furthermore, the busy probability of channel k
(denoted by ρ(k)) shall satisfy the following constraint:

ρ(k) ≡ ρ(k)p +

∞∑
i=0

ρ
(k)
i < 1 , (5)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ M . Note that ρ(k) can be also interpreted as
the utilization factor of channel k.
The physical meaning of random variable Φ(k)

i,η is illustrated

in Fig. 3. A two-channel network with the service time X(1)
s

and X
(2)
s at channels 1 and 2 for the secondary connections

is considered. Figure 3(a) shows the three realizations of
X

(1)
s for channel 1. Similarly, at channel 2, random variable

X
(2)
s are generated three times in Fig. 3(b). Each secondary

connection is divided into many segments because of multiple
primary users’ interruptions. For example, the first secondary
connection in Fig. 3(a) is divided into three segments because
it encounters two interruptions in total. The first, second,
and third segments are transmitted at channels 1, 1, and 2,
respectively. Thus, this secondary connection’s default channel
is Ch1 and its target channel sequence is (Ch1, Ch2). Note that
the first secondary connection in Fig. 3(b) does not have the
second segment because it is interrupted only once. In Fig.
3(a), random variables Φ(2)

2,1, one of the gray regions, repre-
sents the transmission duration between the 2nd and the 3rd

interruptions at channel 2 for the secondary connection whose
default channel is channel 1. Similarly, random variables Φ(2)

2,2,
one of the gray regions in Fig. 3(b), represents the transmission
duration between the 2nd and the 3rd interruptions at channel 2
for the secondary connection whose default channel is channel
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2. Furthermore, random variable Φ(2)
2 , one of the gray regions

in Fig. 3, represents the transmission duration of a secondary
connection between the 2nd and the 3rd interruptions at
channel 2. That is, Φ(2)

2 is one of the third segments of the
first and the third secondary connections in Fig. 3(a) as well
as the third secondary connection in Fig. 3(b).

V. ANALYSIS OF CHANNEL UTILIZATION FACTOR

Based on the proposed PRP M/G/1 queueing network
model, we can evaluate many performance measures of CR
networks with various traffic parameters. In this section, we
show how to evaluate the channel utilization factor ρ(k).
Referring to (4) and (5), for each channel k (1 ≤ k ≤ M ), it
follows that

ρ(k) = λ(k)
p E[X(k)

p ] +
∞∑
i=0

[
M∑
η=1

ω
(k)
i,η E[Φ

(k)
i,η ]

]
. (6)

Note that ρ(k) is unrelated to channel sensing time τ , channel
handshaking time th, and channel switching time ts. In (6),
λ
(k)
p and E[X(k)

p ] are system parameters and can be known in
advance. In the following, we will show how to derive ω

(k)
i,η

and E[Φ(k)
i,η ].

A. Derivations of ω(k)
i,η and E[Φ(k)

i,η ]

Without loss of generality, we consider a secondary con-
nection whose default channel is channel η � s0 in the fol-
lowing discussions. Its target channel sequence is denoted by
S(η) � (S1,η, S2,η, S3,η, · · · ), where Si,η is the target channel
at the ith interruption. Note that Si,η is a random variable for
each i ≥ 1. It is decided according to the instantaneous sensing
results after the ith interruption event occurs. Thus, S(η) is a
random sequence. Based on the following discussions, ω(k)

i,η

and E[Φ(k)
i,η ] will be respectively derived in Propositions 4 and

5, and thus we can evaluate the channel utilization ρ(k) in (6).

Lemma 1. Let p(k)i,η be the probability that the considered
type-(i) secondary connection is interrupted again at channel
k. It follows that

p
(k)
i,η = λ(k)

p E[Φ(k)
i,η ] . (7)

Proof of this lemma can be found in [16].

Definition 2. Let sn � (s1, s2, s3, · · · , sn) be any target
channel sequence which has n elements, where si is the se-
lected target channel when a type-(i−1) secondary connection
is interrupted. Note that sn ∈ Ωn, where Ω = {1, 2, · · · ,M}.
Claim 3. Denote Pr[Si,η = si|Si−1,η = si−1] as the prob-
ability that the considered secondary connection will select
channel si to be its target channel when an interruption event
occurs at channel si−1. Then, we have (8) in the next page,
where i ≥ 1 and S0,η is the default channel s0 = η.

Proof:When an interruption event occurs at channel si−1,
the type-(i − 1) secondary connection must search its target
channel si for spectrum handoff through spectrum sensing.
The probability that one channel is selected to be the target

channel is related to the channel busy probabilities of all
channels. If all channels are busy, the type-(i− 1) secondary
connection will stay on its current operating channel (i.e.,
si = si−1). On the other hand, if these exists one idle channel,
the type-(i − 1) secondary connection will change to this
idle channel from channel si−1. Note that this type-(i − 1)
secondary connection will randomly and uniformly select one
channel from all idle channels to be its target channel if more
than one channel is idle. From these observations, we can have
(8).

Proposition 4. At channel k, denote ω
(k′→k)
i,η as the arrival

rate of the type-(i) secondary connections which be redirected
from channel k′. Then, we have

ω
(k)
i,η =

M∑
k′=1

ω
(k′→k)
i,η , (9)

where

ω
(k′→k)
i,η = ω

(k′)
i−1,η · p(k

′)
i−1,η · Pr[Si,η = k|Si−1,η = k′] . (10)

Proof: When a type-(i − 1) secondary connection is
interrupted at channel k′, it will turn into a new arrival of
the type-(i) secondary connection at channel k. That is, the
traffic loads of the type-(i) secondary connections at channel
k come from the remaining traffic loads of the type-(i − 1)
secondary connections at any one of M channels. Thus, the
arrival rate of the type-(i) secondary connections at channel k
can be expressed as (9).

The values of ω(k′→k)
i,η in (9) can be evaluated as follows.

For the type-(i−1) secondary connection at channel k′, it will
be interrupted again with probability p

(k′)
i−1,η. When an inter-

ruption event occurs at channel k′, the type-(i− 1) secondary
connection must search its target channel for spectrum handoff
through spectrum sensing. Without loss of generality, we
assume that channel k is selected to be the target channel. This
situation occurs with probability Pr[Si,η = k|Si−1,η = k′].
When channel k is selected, the type-(i− 1) secondary con-
nection will turn into a new arrival of the type-(i) secondary
connection at channel k. Hence, we can have (10).

Proposition 5. The closed-form expression of E[Φ(k)
i,η ] can be

derived based on the proposed PRP M/G/1 queueing network
model.

Proof: According to the total probability principle, we
have

E[Φ(k)
i,η ] =

L∑
n=1

∑
∀sn∈Ωn

Pr[S(η) = sn]E[Φ
(k)
i,η |S(η) = sn] ,

(11)
where L is the maximum number of interruptions among all
secondary users’ connections, i.e., the maximum length of
the target channel sequence. Based on the proposed queueing
network, E[Φ(k)

i,η |S(η) = sn] for any given sn can been

derived when λ(k)
p , λ(k)

s , f (k)
p (x), and f (k)

s (x) are known. The
derivation detail can be found in [16]. As to Pr[S(η) = sn], it
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(a) Three realizations of X(1)
s . (b) Three realizations of X(2)

s .

Fig. 3. Illustration of the physical meaning of random variable Φ
(k)
i . For example, Φ(2)

2 is one of the third segments (gray areas) of the first and the third
secondary connections in (a) as well as the third secondary connection in (b).

Pr[Si,η = si|Si−1,η = si−1] =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∏
1≤j≤M,j �=si−1

ρ(j) , si = si−1

(1 − ρ(si))
∑

∀A⊆Ω/{si−1,si}

⎡
⎣ 1

1 + |A|
∏
∀υ∈A

(1− ρ(υ))
∏

∀υ′ /∈A,∀υ′ /∈{si−1,si}
ρ(υ

′)

⎤
⎦ , si �= si−1

.

(8)

can be expressed as follows:

Pr[S(η) = sn] = (1−p(sn)n,η )

n∏
i=1

Pr[Si,η = si|Si−1,η = si−1] .

(12)
By substituting (7) and (8) into (12), the value of Pr[S(η) =
sN ] can be obtained.

B. An Example for the Exponentially Distributed Service Time

Now, we show how to derive channel utilization factor
in the following special case. We assume that all secondary
connections have the same service time distribution. Hence,
we have f

(k)
s (x) = fs(x) and E[X

(k)
s ] = E[Xs], where

1 ≤ k ≤ M . Furthermore, because this paper focuses on the
latency-sensitive traffic for the secondary users, it is reasonable
to assume that the service time Xs is exponentially distributed
(page 135 in [51]). Hence, we have fs(x) = μse

−μsx, where
μs =

1
E[Xs]

. Based on the above traffic parameters, we derive

ρ(k) as follows. Firstly, referring to [5], [16] and Proposition
5, we can have

E[Φ(k)
i,η ] =

1

λ
(k)
p + μs

. (13)

Secondly, from (7), it follows that

p
(k)
i,η = λ(k)

p E[Φ(k)
i,η ] =

λ
(k)
p

λ
(k)
p + μs

. (14)

Then, according to the Proposition 4, we can derive ω
(k)
i,η as

follows:

ω
(k)
i,η =

M∑
k′=1

ω
(k′)
i−1,η ·

λ
(k′)
p

λ
(k′)
p + μs

· Pr[Si,η = k|Si−1,η = k′] .

(15)

From (15), we can find that ω(k)
i,η is a function of ρ

(k′) because
Pr[Si,η = k|Si−1,η = k′] is a function of ρ(k

′) in (8).
Furthermore, according to (6), we can find that ρ(k

′) is a
function of ω(k′)

i,η . Hence, we can determine ω
(k)
i,η and ρ(k) by

solving (6) and (15) iteratively.

VI. ANALYSIS OF EXTENDED DATA DELIVERY TIME

In this section, we show how to evaluate the extended data
delivery time, which is an important performance measure
for the latency-sensitive traffic of the secondary connections.
Without loss of generality, we consider the secondary con-
nection whose default channel is channel η in the following
discussions. Its extended data delivery time consists of the
original service time X(η)

s and the cumulative delay (denoted
by E[D(η)]) resulting from multiple handoffs. Let E[D|S(η) =
sn] be its cumulative handoff delay when its target channel is
sn. Then, its average extended data delivery time (denoted by
E[T (η)]) can be expressed as

E[T (η)] = E[X(η)
s ] + E[D(η)]

= E[X(η)
s ]

+

L∑
n=1

∑
∀sn∈Ωn

Pr{S(η) = sn}E[D|S(η) = sn] .

(16)

In order to calculate E[T (η)], we will show how to evaluate
Pr{S(η) = sn} and E[D|S(η) = sn] in the following.

A. Derivations of Pr{S(η) = sn} and E[D|S(η) = sn]

In order to evaluate Pr{S(η) = sn} and E[D|S(η) = sn], a
state diagram is developed by characterizing the evolutions of
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Fig. 4. State diagram of target channel sequence for a secondary connection,
where default channel η = 1.

the target channel sequence and the corresponding cumulative
handoff delay for the secondary connection. The proposed
state diagram is a two-dimensional chain, where state (k, i)
represents that channel k is selected for the target channel
at the ith interruption. Because the considered secondary
connection’s default channel is η, the initial state of the
proposed state diagram is (η, 0). Furthermore, state (M+1, i)
represents that the secondary user can finish its transmission
after the (i−1)th interruption, and thus state (M +1, i) is the
ending of state transition. Note that the state transition occurs
only at two adjacent states. Specifically, a transition link from
(k, i) to (k′, i′) exists if i′ = i+1, and vice versa. An example
of state diagram is shown in Fig. 4, where η = 1.
In Fig. 4, the state transition path can be regarded as a

target channel sequence. For example, for a target channel
sequence sn � (s1, s2, s3, · · · , sn), the corresponding state
transition path is (η, 0) → (s1, 1) → (s2, 2) → (s3, 3) →
· · · → (sn, n) → (M + 1, n + 1). Hence, calculating the
average cumulative handoff delay over all possible target
channel sequences can be regarded as calculating the cumu-
lative transition cost over all possible state transition paths.
In the following, we show how to design the state transition
probability and cost in the developed state diagram.
1) State Transition Probability: When an interruption event

occurs, the interrupted secondary connection must search its
target channel for spectrum handoff through spectrum sensing.
The probability that each channel is selected to be the target
channel is related to the statistics of channel occupancy. Let
P [(k′, i)|(k, i − 1)] be the transition probability from states
(k, i − 1) to (k′, i). At channel k, maybe the considered
secondary connection does not encounter interruption again
and can finish its transmission at channel k. In this case,
the transition from states (k, i − 1) to (M + 1, i) will occur.
On the other hand, the transition from states (k, i − 1) to
(k′, i) where 1 ≤ k′ ≤ M will occur when the considered
secondary connection is interrupted again at channel k. Thus,
P [(k′, i)|(k, i− 1)] can be expressed as follows:

P [(k′, i)|(k, i−1)] =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1− p
(k)
i−1,η , k′ = M + 1

p
(k)
i−1,η · Pr[Si,η = k′|Si−1,η = k]

, k′ �= M + 1

.

(17)
2) State Transition Cost: The cost of state transition is

defined as the handoff delay of the interrupted secondary
connection. The handoff delay from channels k to k′ depends

on the state of channel occupancy. Recall that δs and δc
are the total processing time for executing spectrum handoff
procedure when the secondary users stay on the current
channel and change to another channel, respectively. If one
idle channel exists after spectrum sensing, the interrupted
secondary connection will change to this idle channel. Hence,
the handoff delay in this case is δc. Furthermore, if all channels
are busy, the interrupted secondary connection will stay on its
current operating channel (i.e., k = k′). Hence, the expected
handoff delay is the sum of δs and the duration from the time
instant that channel k is used by the primary connections until
the time instant that channel k becomes idle. This duration
is called the busy period resulting from the transmissions of
multiple primary connections at channel k and denoted by
Y

(k)
p . Let C[k′|k] be the transition cost from states (k, i− 1)
to (k′, i) in the state diagram. Then, we can have

C[k′|k] =
⎧⎨
⎩

0 , k′ = M + 1

δs + E[Y
(k)
p ] , k′ = k

δc , others
. (18)

Note that (18) is unrelated to the number of interruptions i.
Furthermore, referring to [16], we can have

E[Y (k)
p ] =

E[X(k)
p ]

1− λ
(k)
p E[X(k)

p ]
. (19)

Next, from the developed state diagram, Pr{S(η) = sn} and
E[D|S(η) = sn] can be expressed as follows:

Pr{S(η) = sn}

= P [(M + 1, n+ 1)|(sn, n)]
n−1∏
i=0

P [(si+1, i+ 1)|(si, i)] ,

(20)

and

E[D|S(η) = sn] =

n∑
i=0

C[si+1|si] . (21)

Note that (20) is equivalent to (12). Finally, substituting (20)
and (21) into (16), we can obtain the closed-form expression
for the extended data delivery time E[T (η)] for any service
time distribution f

(η)
s (x).

B. An Example for the Exponentially Distributed Service Time

Now, we investigate how to derive the cumulative handoff
delay in (16) when the secondary connection’s service time
is exponentially distributed as adopted in Section V-B. Intu-
itively, we can evaluate the value of E[D(η)] by examining
all possible transition paths in the state diagram, which has
time complexity of O(ML). Fortunately, the derivations of
the cumulative handoff delay can be simplified due to the
memoryless property of the exponential distribution.
For the secondary connection whose default channel is

channel k, its cumulative handoff delay E[D(k)] in (16) is
derived as follows. Because the considered secondary connec-
tion’s service time distribution is the exponential distribution,
its remaining service time after an interruption event occurs
also follows the identical exponential distribution. Hence, for
the secondary connections at state (k, i) and (k′, i′), they
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Fig. 5. Tree-structured representations of the proposed state diagram where
the grounding symbols represent the ending of state transition. Note that this
figure considers the secondary connections whose default channels are Chk.

will encounter the same cumulative handoff delay and inter-
rupted probability in their remaining transmissions if k = k′,
k �= M + 1, and k′ �= M + 1. From the aforementioned
discussions, we can re-plot the state diagram expression (in
Fig. 4) as a tree-structured representation for the target channel
selection. The tree-structured representation is shown in Fig.
5, where Chk represents that channel k is selected for the
target channel and the “grounding symbols” represent the
endings of state transition. Note that at the second stage of
Fig. 5, the average cumulative handoff delay of the type-
(1) secondary connection is also equal to E[D(k)] when this
type-(1) secondary connection’s current operating channel is
channel k. Furthermore, because the state transition proba-
bility is independent of the number of interruptions for the
secondary connections due to memoryless property, we can
have P [(k′, i + 1)|(k, i)] = P [k′|k] for each i ≥ 0. Hence, it
follows that

E[D(k)] = P [M + 1|k] · C[M + 1|k]

+

M∑
k′=1

P [k′|k] · (C[k′|k] + E[D(k′)]) ,(22)

where 1 ≤ k ≤ M . Finally, substituting (17) and (18)
into (22), we can obtain M independent equations. Hence,
the closed-form expressions for the cumulative handoff delay
E[D(k)] can be derived by solving these simultaneous equa-
tions iteratively.

VII. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We show numerical results to reveal the importance of the
three key design features for modeling spectrum handoffs
as discussed in Section II, which consist of (1) various
arrival rates of the secondary connections; (2) heterogeneous
arrival rates of the primary connections; and (3) the handoff
processing time.

A. Simulation Setting

In order to validate the proposed analytical model, we
perform simulations based on the Monte-carlo method by
MATLAB software. The continuous-time cognitive radio sys-
tem, where the inter-arrival time and service time can be the
duration of non-integer time slots, is simulated. We consider
a two-channel CR system with Poisson arrival processes of
rates λ(k)

p and λ
(k)
s for the high-priority primary connections

and the low-priority secondary connections, respectively. The
high-priority connections can interrupt the transmissions of the
low-priority connections. Furthermore, the connections with
the same priority follow the first-come-first-served (FCFS)
scheduling discipline.We adopt time slot duration of 10 msec
in our simulations as discussed in the IEEE 802.22 standard
[52].

B. Effects of Various Arrival Rates for the Secondary Con-
nections

Firstly, we investigate the effects of various arrival rates
of the secondary connections on the channel utilization
and the extended data delivery time of the secondary con-
nections. We consider a two-channel CR network, where
λ
(1)
p = λ

(2)
p � λp, (λ

(1)
s , λ

(2)
s ) = (0.01, 0.02) (ar-

rivals/slot), (E[X(1)
p ],E[X(2)

p ]) = (20, 20) (slots/arrival), and
(E[X(1)

s ],E[X(2)
s ]) = (10, 10) (slots/arrival). We only con-

sider the case that 0 ≤ λp ≤ 0.04 (arrivals/slot) in the
following numerical results. When λp ≥ 0.05 (arrivals/slot),
the overall normalized traffic workloads in the considered CR
network will be saturated because λpE[X

(1)
p ] + λpE[X

(2)
p ] +

λ
(1)
s E[X(1)

s ] + λ
(1)
s E[X(1)

s ] > 2.
Figure 6 shows the effects of the arrival rates of the primary

connections (λp) on channel utilizations of channels 1 and 2.
As λp increases, the channel utilizations of the two channels
increase. Because channels 1 and 2 have the same arrival rate
of the primary connections, the difference between channel
utilizations of the both channels will keep a constant, which
equals to 0.1.
Figure 7 shows the effects of the arrival rates of the primary

connections (λp) on the extended data delivery time of the sec-
ondary connections whose initial default channels are channels
1 and 2. We have three important observations. First, because
channels 1 and 2 have the same arrival rate of the primary
connections, the secondary connections at the two channels
will encounter same interrupted probability according to (14).
Hence, the secondary connections whose default channels are
channels 1 and 2 have similar extended data delivery time even
though channels 1 and 2 have different channel utilization.
Next, it is shown that the extended data delivery time of the
secondary connections increases as λp increases because a
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Fig. 6. Effects of the arrival rate of the primary connections (λp) on the
channel utilizations at channels 1 and 2, where δs = 1 and δc = 2.
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Fig. 7. Effects of the arrival rate of the primary connections (λp) on the
average extended data delivery time of the secondary connections whose
default channels are channels 1 and 2.

larger λp leads to higher channel busy probabilities and longer
average handoff delay. More importantly, we find that the
simulation results match the analytical results quite well. It
can validate the slot-based assumption used in our analysis.

C. Effects of Heterogenous Arrival Rates for the Primary
Users’ Connections

Secondly, we demonstrate the effects of heterogeneous
arrival rates of the primary connections on the channel uti-
lization and the extended data delivery time of the sec-
ondary connections. We also consider a two-channel network,
where λ

(1)
s = λ

(2)
s � λs, (λ

(1)
p , λ

(2)
p ) = (0.03, 0.01) (ar-

rivals/slot), (E[X(1)
s ],E[X(2)

s ]) = (20, 20) (slots/arrival), and
(E[X(1)

p ],E[X(2)
p ]) = (10, 30) (slots/arrival). Note that the

two channels have the same channel utilizations resulting
from the primary connections. Specifically, we have ρ

(1)
p =

ρ
(2)
p = 0.3. We only consider the case that 0 ≤ λs ≤ 0.03
(arrivals/slot) in the following numerical results. When λs ≥
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Fig. 8. Effects of the initial arrival rate of the secondary connections (λs)
on the channel utilizations at channels 1 and 2.

0.04 (arrivals/slot), the overall normalized traffic workloads
in the considered CR network will be saturated because
λ
(1)
p E[X(1)

p ] + λ
(1)
p E[X(2)

p ] + λsE[X
(1)
s ] + λsE[X

(1)
s ] > 2.

The effects of the initial arrival rates of the secondary
connections (λs) on the channel utilizations of channels 1
and 2 is shown in Fig. 8. When λs = 0, the two channels
have the same channel utilizations of 0.3. As λs increases, the
channel utilizations of the two channels increase. However, the
increments of the two channels are different even though the
two channels have the same busy probability resulting from
the primary connections. Firstly, compared to the secondary
connections at channel 1, the secondary connections at channel
2 will encounter lower interrupted probability because channel
2 has smaller arrival rate of the primary connections. Thus,
the time that the secondary connections can use channel 2
is longer than the time that the secondary connections can
use channel 1. Hence, the increment of channel utilization
at channel 2 is larger than that at channel 1 when λs is
increased from 0.01 to 0.02. Furthermore, when interruption
event occurs, the secondary connection at channel 1 will
stay on the current operating channel with higher probability
compared to the secondary connection at channel 2 because
channel 2 has higher busy probability. Hence, the increment of
channel utilization at channel 1 is larger than that at channel
1 when λs is increased from 0.02 to 0.03.

Figure 9 shows the effects of the initial arrival rates of the
secondary connections (λs) on the extended data delivery time
of the secondary connections whose initial channels are chan-
nels 1 and 2. We can find that the extended data delivery time
of the secondary connections increases as λs increases because
a larger λs will lead to a higher channel busy probability
as shown in Fig. 8. Furthermore, the secondary connections
whose initial channel is channel 2 has shorter extended data
delivery time compared to the secondary connections whose
initial channel is channel 1. This is because the secondary
connections whose initial channel is channel 2 can have lower
interrupted probability and the smaller number of interruptions
during their transmission period.
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Fig. 9. Effects of the initial arrival rate of the secondary connections (λs) on
the average extended data delivery time of the secondary connections whose
default channels are channels 1 and 2, where δs = 1 and δc = 2.

D. Effects of Handoff Processing Time

Finally, we discuss the effects of handoff processing time.
A two-channel CR network is considered with the following
parameters: th = 0 (slot), ts = 1 (slot), λ(1)

p = λ
(2)
p � λp,

λ
(1)
s = λ

(2)
s = 0.02 (arrivals/slot), E[X(1)

p ] = E[X(2)
p ] = 5

(slots/arrival) and E[X(1)
s ] = E[X(2)

s ] = 10 (slots/arrival).
Then, based on the proposed analytical model, we can evaluate
the average cumulative handoff delay and then design the
admission control rule for the secondary users as shown in
Figs. 10 and 11.
Figure 10 compares the cumulative handoff delay E[D] of

the following three target channel selection schemes: (1) the
always-staying strategy; (2) the random selection strategy; and
(3) the reactive-decision selection strategy. For the always-
staying approach, the interrupted secondary user always stays
on its default channel to resume its unfinished data transmis-
sion. The approach is one kind of proactive-decision spectrum
handoff [16] because the target channels are predetermined
and its concept is similar to the non-hopping mode of IEEE
802.22 [53]. In the random selection approach, the interrupted
user randomly selects a target channel from all channels. From
this figure, we have the following three important observations.
First, we find that the cumulative handoff delay resulting from
the random selection method is longer than that resulting from
the always-staying strategy when λp ≥ 0.052. For a larger
value of λp, the interrupted secondary users with the random
selection method must spend much more time to wait when
it changes its operating channel because the selected target
channel is likely busy. Thus, the handoff delay of the random
selection method becomes longer in this case. Next, it is shown
that the reactive-decision spectrum handoff can result in the
shortest cumulative handoff delay when τ = 0 (slot) because
it can reliably find idle channels by performing spectrum
sensing. In this case, the cumulative handoff delay can be
shortened around 40% compared to the other approaches under
various arrival rates of the primary connections. However,
when the spectrum sensing time becomes longer (e.g., τ = 4
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Fig. 10. Comparison of average cumulative handoff delay for different target
channel selection schemes.

slots), the reactive-decision spectrum handoff is worse than the
random selection method in terms of cumulative handoff delay
when λp ≤ 0.071. This is because handoff delay increases as
τ increases. Finally, we find that the sensing technology can
effectively shorten the average cumulative handoff delay only
when τ ≤ 2 compared to the always-staying strategy.
The analytical results developed in this paper can be used

to design the admission control rule for the arriving secondary
users subject to their latency requirement. Fig. 11 shows the
admissible region for the normalized traffic workloads (or
channel utilities) (ρp, ρs) for the Voice over IP (VoIP) services
when τ = 0 (slot), where ρp = λpE[Xp] and ρs = λsE[Xs].
The maximum allowable average cumulative delay resulting
from multiple handoffs is 20 ms for the VoIP traffic [54].
According to this figure, the admission control policy can
be designed. When ρp < 0.1667, a CR network can accept
all arrival requests from the secondary users until the CR
network is saturated, i.e., ρp + ρs 
 1. Furthermore, when
0.1667 < ρp < 0.3397, a part of traffic workloads of
the secondary users must be rejected in order to satisfy the
delay constraint of the secondary users. For example, when
ρp = 0.25, a CR network can support at most 0.279 workload
for the secondary users. That is, a CR network can accept the
traffic of the secondary connections with rate λs = 0.0279
(arrivals/slot) at most when λp = 0.05 (arrivals/slot). In order
to design the most allowable λs to achieve this arrival rate
upper bound for the secondary connections, many arrival-rate
control methods can be considered, such as the p-persistent
carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) protocol in [55] and the
call admission control mechanisms in [30], [56], [57]. Finally,
when ρp > 0.3397, no secondary user can be accepted. Note
that the size of the admissible region decreases as τ increases.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have investigated the effects of reactive-
decision spectrum handoff on the channel utilization and the
extended data delivery time of the secondary connections
by considering the three key design features for spectrum
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Fig. 11. Admissible region (λp, λs), where the average extended data
delivery time constraint can be satisfied when τ = 0.

handoffs, consisting of (1) heterogeneous arrival rates of the
primary users; (2) various arrival rates of the secondary users;
(3) handoff processing time. Firstly, we proposed a PRP M/G/1
queueing network model to characterize the spectrum usage
behaviors between the primary and the secondary connections
with multiple handoffs. Next, we developed a state diagram
to characterize the effect of multiple handoff delay on the
extended data delivery time of the secondary connections.
Based on the proposed unifying model, an insightful study
to quantify the effect of the three design features on the
channel utilizations and the extended data delivery time under
various traffic arrival rates and service time distributions can
be provided. More importantly, these analytical results can fa-
cilitate the designs of admission control rule for the secondary
users and can provide a framework to determine whether the
spectrum sensing technology can effectively shorten the data
delivery time under various sensing time.
Some interesting research issues can be extended from

this paper. Firstly, one can relax the assumption that the
interrupted secondary connection must stay on the current
operating channel if channels are all busy, and investigate the
handoff delay resulting from various target channel selection
approaches. For example, when channels are all busy, the
interrupted secondary user can perform sensing again after a
predetermined period. Another interesting scenario is when the
interrupted secondary user may need to retransmit the whole
connection rather than resuming the unfinished transmission.
In this case, how to use preemptive repeat priority queueing
network to model CR networks is still an open research issue.
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